
USER MANUAL

PLEASE READ THIS USER MANUAL COMPLETELY BEFORE OPERATING THIS
UNIT AND RETAIN THIS BOOKLET FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

Model:SMPS-750

BLUETOOTH ALL-IN-ONE HI-FI MUSIC WITH PA
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ACCESSORIES

1 x AC Adaptor

1 x Remote control

1 x User Manual

LOCATION OF CONTROLS
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Back View
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1.AUX input
2.LED Switch 
3.To adjust ECHO performance
4.USB Port
5.SD/MMC card port
6.EQ adjustment table
7.MICROPHONE port
8.GUITAR port
9.To adjust TREBLE performance
10.To adjust BASS performance
11.Mic and Guitar VOLUME adjustment
12. Short press to change MODE.(USB/CARD/FM/AUX/BT Switch)Long press to enter standby mode
13. Short press for PREVIOUS function in USB/SD/BLUETOOTH mode;PREVIOUS (lower) station in FM mode; 
Long press for FM fine tune
14. Short press for PAUSE/PLAY in USB/SD/BLUETOOTH mode；Long press for AUTOMATIC station search in 
FM mode
15. Short press for NEXT function in USB/SD/Bluetooth mode NEXT (higher) station in FM mode;Long press for 
FM fine tune
16.LED display 
17. Press once to REPEAT current music in USB/SD card Press twice to REPEAT ALL music
18.Master volume
19. Power switch
20. DC in
21. AUDIO output
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Remote control

STANDBY

STANDBY

PP/SCAN MODE(USB/CARD/FM/AUX/BT SWITCH)

VOL+

VOL-

EQ

PREV

NEXT
REPEAT

MUTE

LED Display

BT = BLUETOOTH mode
LINE = AUX mode
SINGE= Single repeat
ALL= All repeat
 
6 preset EQ (by pressing Remote Control "EQ" key):
nOr = Normal
POP = POP
rOC = Rock
JAZ = Jazz
CLA = Classic
CUE = Cue
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USB/SD CARD

AUX In

LINE OUT

FM RADIO

BLUETOOTH

MICROPHONE EFFECT

Connect the USB flash stick or insert a SD card into the card slot. Use the mode button to change the 
mode to USB/CARD mode. When the correct mode has been selected, you can then use the backward, 
play/pause and forward controls on the unit to play music. 

Use the mode button to change the mode to AUX/LINE mode.
Connect your devices to the Aux socket on the Top panel by a 3.5MM aux in cable (not included).
When the correct mode has been selected, you can use your devices to play music.

Allow unit signal output to another device which have the Aux In Function. LINE OUT connector are on 
the rear panel.

Use the mode button to change the mode to FM mode.(87.5-108Hz)
Hold the   /II button,it will auto search though all FM radio stations and auto store the FM radio station in 
range.
The unit can store a maximum of 30 stations; the number stored will depend on the quantity available in 
range.
Short press the     and     buttons to change the stations which have been auto stored.
Long press the    and    buttons for FM fine tune.

Use the mode button to change the mode to Bluetooth mode.
Access your devices Bluetooth settings and pair your device to the unit. The Bluetooth pair name is 
"SMPS-750 " 
When the correct mode has been selected, you can then use the backward,  /II (play/pause) and forward 
controls on the unit to play music. 

Use the MIC ECHO and MIC VOLUME controls on the unit to increase/decrease the mic volume and 
echo when using a wired microphone.
BASS AND TREBLE: Use the bass and treble controls on the unit to increase/decrease the bass and 
treble during music playing. 
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Power Cycle Reset

RESETING THE SMPS-750

CARE AND MAINTENANCE

In cass of malfunction due to electrostatic discharge, the apparatus has to be reset by disconnecting it 
form mains supply. Wait at lest for 60 seconds before reconnerct the AC power cord.

CLEANING THE UNIT

CAUTION: Never allow any water of other liquids to get inside the unit while cleaning.

Note: This unit is not magnetically shielded and may cause color distortion on the screen of some TVs 
or videol monitors. To avoid this, you may need to move the unit further away from the TV or monitor if 
unnatural color shifts or image distortion occurs.

To prevent fire or shock hazard, disconnect your unit from the AC power source when cleaning.

The finish on the unit may be cleaned with a dust cloth and cared for as other furniture, Use caution when 

cleaning and wiping the plastic parts.

If the cabinet becomes dusty wipe it with a soft dry dust cloth. Do not use any wax or polish sprays on the 

cabinet.

If the front panel becomes dirty or smudged with fingerprints it may be cleaned with a soft cloth slightly 

dampened with a mild soap and water solution. Never use abrasive cloths or polishes, as these will damage 

the finish of your unit.

1.Do not subject the unit to excessive force, shock, dust or extreme temperature.

2.Do not tamper the internal components of the unit.

3.Clean your unit with a dry cloth. Solvent or detergent should never be used.

4.Avoid leaving your unit in direct sunlight or in hot, humid or dusty places.

5.Keep your unit away from heating appliances and sources of electrical noise such as fluourescnt 

lamps or motors.
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TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE

Fault Possible Cause Solution

1. Use a better music signal.
2.Adjust volume.

1. No input sound source.
2. Volume is too low.

No sound

Distortion of sound

Karaoke
does not work

MP3 does not play

1. The song format in the U disc
 is incorrect.
2. Improper operation has caused
a process disorder.
3. U disc/SD card /MMC are 
disconnected.

1. Change song format into MP3 format.
2. Reboot the machine.
3. Insert U disc/SD/MMC properly.

1.Microphone plug is not
fully inserted.
2.Microphone switch is not
on.
3.Microphone volume knob is 
too low.

1. Plug microphone properly into 
the socket.
2. Turn on microphone switch.
3. In crease the microphone volume.

1. Volume too high.
2.Speaker may be damaged.

1. Turn down the volume.
2. If speaker is damaged,repair or 
replace it.


